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Dr. Nuzum: Today we’re gonna be doing some IVs. And
so everybody will be doing some IVs, we’re gonna do a
little acupuncture with that, and be feeling good.

Dr. Nuzum: Like, oh, my goodness.

Get you comfortable, here.

Dr. Nuzum: Right? Yep, it happens pretty quick.

Krauss: So, Doc, can you applying acupuncture to his
ears. Why is that?
Dr. Nuzum: Ear acupuncture actually is the fastest
acting acupuncture, in that if I was to acupuncture here,
from the neurologic standpoint, the impulse has to go
from here to his brain then out to whatever area that
this is reflexing to. With the ears, it goes from needle,
brain, organ. It’s not going up and then back out again,
it’s right now.
Krauss: Do the specific points you’re are planning to do,
do they affect specific organs?
Dr. Nuzum: Yes, yes. ForKrauss: What are we treating here?
Dr. Nuzum: We’re working on ... Again, we’re back to
working on kidneys. We’re working ... trying to get those
kidneys as stimulated and healed as much as possible.
I always use a couple of master points in the ears. This
one they call the zero point. And the top one here’s
called the spiritual access point, or shen men. It’s the
primary point that they use for depression or anxiety. It
just helps the mind is what it ... just everything settles
with it. A lot of things ... When you stimulate that point
people fall asleep.
Jesus Castillo: Well it does ... That’s probably what gives
me that kind fogginess after you got them in there, like-

Jesus Castillo: Like if I drank a little shot of
something, you know?
Jesus Castillo: For a while there, I was having pain in
those joints a lot. I still get the pain here ‘cause I needed
to get those operated. That’s a tendon issue. This one
was stuck for the longest time and they had to operate.
And they told me that these were getting that way too.
These I had problems with ... I can’t grip things really hard
because I feel it right in there. That’s something I just
gotta do eventually, but I might not either ‘cause it’s not
really a big, major issue, but sometimes when I grip to try
to open a cap or something it’s painful.
And right now it hurts when I do this; it’s this tendon that
runs up through here. But the joints in my hand ... I guess
there are days that are worse, like in the cold, cold winters
I feel it. But I’m feeling everything now since we started
to detox. The doctor told me, “Oh, your joints are gonna
be hurting, ‘cause anywhere that you’ve had issues, it’s
gonna hurt when you’re doing the detox.” My shoulders
too ... have been hurtingLori Otto: Does that hurt so good ...
Jesus Castillo: And my knees since they operated,
though my shoulder’s been hurting. And my neck, oh my
neck has been crazy. My neck ... that’s my biggest issue is
my neck and shoulder pain. My neck is mainly because I
don’t blow out this ... fighting my neck and-

Lori Otto: Yeah that’s where I usually have pain these last
couple of days, bending the neck and shoulder, back and
shoulders, the back.

Jonathan Otto: Is it [inaudible ]?

Jonathan Otto: And would you say that losing weight
helps a lot of people with back, neck, shoulder pain-

Jonathan Otto: Okay, thank you.

Jesus Castillo: Yeah you’re carrying less weight.
Dr. Nuzum: Can you see that that’s likely to help
that kind of thing?
Jesus Castillo: I guess. It depends on how severe your
or what the pain is ... if it’s a pinched nerve. A pinched
nerve is a pinched nerve you can’t get around that. But it
helps not carrying so much weight because it lessens the
pressure on them. So it all depends.
I had the surgery done on my back so that bettered
some of that situation. But the neck and shoulders ... the
doctor even who did my back told me, “You’re gonna
have continued issues with your neck because we didn’t
do much with the blow-out in the neck because there’s
not too much to be done. The neck is a very delicate spot
too ... You’re know you’re carrying a bowling ball on your
neck, you know that, right?
Dr. Nuzum: Yeah.
Jesus Castillo: Everybody. Everybody. Yeah, the head,
cranial, and the brain, all of that works out to almost the
size of a bowling ball, or the weight of a bowling ball. So
that’s why when you have, especially you guys who work
on computers a lot, will suffer it eventually because you
lost your curvature on your neck.
Lori Otto: This all these layers ...
Jesus Castillo: You got your little potato with you?
Michelle: I do. Of course I have my potato with
me. There we go.
Jonathan Otto: What is this anyway?
Michelle: We’ve got Vitamin C. We’ve got soda and
bicarb, magnesium, a couple of different B vitamins ...
like a B-complex, and a B-12. You may start tasting ... If
you taste a little peculiar taste in your mouth that doesn’t
taste good it would be the B vitamins. Also there’s some
liquid oxygen that would be in there and there’s another
concoction of Dr. Nuzum’s was in there for you.
Jonathan Otto: Is it [inaudible ]?
Michelle: Pardon?

Michelle: No, it’s not. When he comes back he can
tell you about it.
Michelle: So how are you going?
Jonathan Otto: I’m hallucinating.
Michelle: Okay, that’s good. No, alright, so if you
experience nausea, headache ... You’re probably not
going to but I have to go through this. So if you’re
experiencing lightheadedness or nauseous, or anything
like that, other than being normal ... You feel like going to
sleep, go to sleep. But if you experience anything like that
let me know and we’ll turn it down a little bit, okay?
Jonathan Otto: Cool. Thank you.
Michelle: And did you eat before you came in?
Jonathan Otto: Yeah.
Michelle: Okay.
Jonathan Otto: Was that a good idea?
Michelle: Yes. Sometimes ... you know we don’t see it
too often ... There’s different recipes out there for Vitamin
Cs. For sometimes Vitamin C for some people can drop
their blood sugar, especially if they come in here on
an empty stomach, haven’t eaten protein ... But with
this new recipe we don’t really see that, but always a
possibility. Okay.
Jonathan Otto: Cool. Thank you very much Michelle.
I appreciate it.
Michelle: You’re welcome.
How are you feeling?
Lori Otto: Doing good. My numbers ... You’re
almost done ...
Dr. Nuzum: Yeah.
Michelle: Yeah, you will.
Lori Otto: Tastes like B vitamins.
Jonathan Otto: Oh you can taste it in your mouth?
Lori Otto: Yeah, she said that if I taste it it means
my body needs it.
Michelle: You’ve got ... If you don’t taste it then
you’re depleted ...

Lori Otto: Oh, if I don’t taste it.
Michelle: Yeah. Tasting is a good thing.
Lori Otto: That means I’m not depleted.
Michelle: Yes. At least that’s what they’ve told us.
Lori Otto: Ah, interesting. So I’m not depletedMichelle: Dr. Nuzum might have another take on it
so let’s ask him.
Jonathan Otto: Yeah, well I can’t taste it. I’m deficient in
everything; I’ve already found that out.
Dr. Nuzum: How are you doin’ man?
Jonathan Otto: Yeah, doin’ good. Tired but I’m good also.
It’s just ... I’m hoping that we can get some turnaround;
There’s a lot of factors to why I’m coming here. I wanted
to get healthy and you have a mysterious kind of
condition; I definitely fit that category so you gotta
always try anything that’s gonna make me feel better.
And I’m excited about the progresses, and at the same
time it’s challenging because it’s that question of is this
next thing going to work? Is it going to help or is it all
just gonna be like the thing before? Yeah, so always have
hope. Sometimes that hope is stronger; sometimes it’s
not so strong, so yeah.
Dr. Nuzum: So I didn’t catch all that. How are you doing?
Jonathan Otto: Yeah, just feel like I have a cold poke in
my arm and that’s all I feel.
Dr. Nuzum: Alright.
Jonathan Otto: What should I feel?
Dr. Nuzum: Like you’re gettin’ something poked in your
arm. Probably a little cold ... Can you taste any of this?
Jonathan Otto: Yeah, a little bit. Why do I taste that?
Dr. Nuzum: That is partly the stabilized oxygen and
partly the B vitamins, which you’ll taste.
Jonathan Otto: Is that good or bad?
Dr. Nuzum: Oh, it’s good. That means it’s circulating. It’s
goin’ everywhere by the time you taste it.
Jonathan Otto: Oh, cool.
Dr. Nuzum: It’s interesting, the fulvic compounds in
this are drivers.
Jonathan Otto: Yeah.

Dr. Nuzum: So anything else that we put in there, it just
takes it all over your body, almost immediately. People ...
As soon as we open it peopleLori Otto: I feel it likeJesus Castillo: I feel it right away.
Dr. Nuzum: Exactly, exactly. That’s ‘cause that
fulvic just drives everything right into the ...
Otherwise it would takeJesus Castillo: Your ... Michelle says that it’s a good thing
that you do taste it. ‘Cause if you don’t that means that
you’re severely depleted.
Dr. Nuzum: Exactly. Right right right. It actually, yeah, it’ll
actually go right to your liver and stay, work in there if
you’re depleted. If you do have a good, some nutrients in
your system ... you’re not terribly deficient ... Then you’ll
taste it right away. Oh yeah.
Jonathan Otto: And I’m fairly deficient in a lot of things.
Which is why when I went up again to clinic they ended
up giving me 35 supplements. And I came in with them,
and Tony ... ‘cause he wasn’t the one that was directly
giving that protocol ... But they were just doing it based
on what my deficiencies. And then he thought it was
so funny; he started taking photos of my bags and stuff
and sending it to Dave’s wife to laugh about it. Because
I had so many supplements which meant I had so many
deficiencies. But I mean why do you think I had so
many deficiencies?
Dr. Nuzum: Well if you had parasite issues at that
point, or had parasite issues for a long time, they
eat before you do.
Jonathan Otto: Yeah.
Dr. Nuzum: If you have parasites they eat before you
do. And so by the time they’re done with your food you
might get something. And that doesn’t matter if it’s
organic or not. If it’s organic and you actually have some
nutrients in it, then they extract as much as they can get,
as much as they need before you get any.
And the normal, healthy microbiome, your microbiome
actually eats your food ... Do you realize if it takes 64
ounces of water to keep someone hydrated, right? 32
ounces of what you consume every day is consumed
by the microbes in your gut. So half of the total amount
of water that it takes to keep a human body hydrated is

actually consumed by the microbes in your gut. And so
if you’re not absorbing things very well or not absorbing
water very well, or so on so forth, it could very well be
that the microbe balance is off. And therefore you’re not,
just not absorbing things.
Jonathan Otto: Yeah, well, okay. So then what about
this? Parasites gonna eat all this?

Dr. Nuzum: You better now. You die, she’ll
probably kill you.
Jonathan Otto: Doubly dead.
Lori Otto: Don’t you dare.
Jonathan Otto: I’m not afraid of dying once. I’m afraid
of dying twice.

Dr. Nuzum: No. Nope, this’ll ... Your cells will sop this
up as fast as they can get ahold of it. This’ll be really
good. Like we said doing the ... We’ll use some of the
liquid parasite remedies after this, maybe in teaspoon,
tablespoon amounts. And then later this afternoon when
you guys do the coffee enemas ... With this potentiating
your immune system, using a vermicidal to kill off
parasites and things like that, then coffee enemas behind
that to really pull everything out you’ll ... We’ll have some
fun stories tomorrow. Right?

Dr. Nuzum: Right, right, right. That’s important.

Jonathan Otto: So can I megadose on all the
parasite supplements?

Jesus Castillo: And they could be stored in your body
and later come back, right?

Dr. Nuzum: You can. With this you’ll be fine.
Jonathan Otto: Cool. ‘Cause I’m having to hit that
head-on and I can obviously keep up with obviously
all the foods with fiber ... no grains, stuff like that to
slow things down.
Dr. Nuzum: Right, right.
Jonathan Otto: But then I would hit it with the Neem
and black walnut ... ‘Cause I got all these different
ones for all foods.
Dr. Nuzum: Oh nice.
Jonathan Otto: And then the formula one with
the [inaudible ] and clove and ... I can ... I mean can I
do 20 capsules?

Jonathan Otto: Yeah.
Jesus Castillo: Let me ask you this question. When you
think that you’ve eliminated them all you can always still
get more from maybe ... ‘Cause they reproduce, okay, and
how do they reproduce?
Dr. Nuzum: They lay eggs.
Jesus Castillo: Okay, that’s what I’m saying.
Dr. Nuzum: Millions.

Dr. Nuzum: Come back ... which is ... There’s a protocol
after this to mop up the mess.
Jesus Castillo: Oh, okay.
Dr. Nuzum: Okay, these are living organisms. If you
don’t supply them a food source for them to eat, to
stay alive, two things happen. One, they starve, or they
turn on each other.
Jesus Castillo: And the devour, they cannibalizeDr. Nuzum: Exactly. They start fighting each other.
Jonathan Otto: Do they really?
Dr. Nuzum: Absolutely.
Jonathan Otto: They can kill and eat each other?

Dr. Nuzum: That might be pushing it.

Dr. Nuzum: In the capsule. In the capsule they’ll do it.

Jonathan Otto: Why?

Lori Otto: In the capsule?

Dr. Nuzum: Because it could overload your liver. I
wouldn’t push it quite that far. Maybe five to eight of
each. Not 20 of each. I wouldn’t do 20 of each.

Dr. Nuzum: In the capsule they’ll do it. Exactly.

Jonathan Otto: Yeah. But I would like to put an end to
this war. I would like to destroy them all.
Dr. Nuzum: Right. You’re just ready to nuke ‘em.
Jonathan Otto: And I’m willing to die trying.

Jonathan Otto: In what capsule?
Dr. Nuzum: Live probiotics will do this ... if they run out of
food will turn on each other and start fightin’.
Jonathan Otto: Really. That’s a good thing?
Dr. Nuzum: No, noLori Otto: They die. There’s no use to them-

Dr. Nuzum: By the time you consume it there’s noJesus Castillo: They’re worthless.
Dr. Nuzum: There’s no live probiotics anymore.
Lori Otto: No benefits anymore.
Dr. Nuzum: And soJonathan Otto: I thought we were talking about
parasites then.
Dr. Nuzum: The probiotics. There’sJonathan Otto: The parasites don’t fight each other?
Dr. Nuzum: No, they just keep munchin’ on us.
Jonathan Otto: It’s surprising they don’t eat each other.
Dr. Nuzum: They don’t. They really don’t fight each
other very well. And that’s one thing ... Microbes will
fight for territory.
Jonathan Otto: Microbes are bacteria? But they’re notDr. Nuzum: Bacteria.
Jonathan Otto: They’re not living ... They’re living
but they’re notDr. Nuzum: MicroorganismsJonathan Otto: They’re not like animals then.
Dr. Nuzum: They’re vicious. They’re like ninja warriors,
samurais. they will ... In fighting for territory ... this is good
bugs and bad bugs, they’ll both do it, okay? ... bacteria in
particular ... They will attack each other in ... one bacteria
may a ... They have different types of weapons. Some
have ... They actually other bacteria with like a needleJesus Castillo: A stinger.
Dr. Nuzum: A stinger, okay they inject them with poison
and kill them. Other ones willLori Otto: That’s terrible.
Dr. Nuzum: Cut ... they have cutting weapons on their
arms or whatnot ... They’ll actually cut the other bacteria
and tear it open. Or they’ll bite and gnaw at each otherLori Otto: These are good bacteria?
Dr. Nuzum: Good and bad, okay?
Lori Otto: Oh, wow.
Dr. Nuzum: These are ... See, bacteria and fungus in
particular will fight for territory. And if they’re in your
body you wanna have way more of the good guys than

you do the bad guys ‘cause the bad guys ... Their job is to
break things down. Okay? So your sugar-eating microbes
in your body break things down; that’s what they’re
designed to do. Those are your anaerobic microbes. Their
design is ... like strep in your throat, okay? You’ve known
people that have had strep infections, right? We’re all
born with strep in our throat. We have it our entire life.
Strep has one job in our digestive system and that’s to
start breaking down protein as we consume it.
Okay, when you consume, say for instance, let’s say you
have a ... Someone has a steak, right? Steak ... It’s not
just the chewing of the steak that’s the beginning of the
digestive processJesus Castillo: The breakdown processDr. Nuzum: Right, you chew it into small chunks, right?
And then the first microbe to start dissolving protein is
strep in the back of your throat. As far as that goes down
the chute it’s starting to dissolve it, right? And as long as
there’s the other microbes that are supposed to be there
in your throat are there in enough numbers they keep
strep in its territory.
Jesus Castillo: So it latches onDr. Nuzum: Strep throat, okay ... That’s just one microbe.
There’s over 1,000 strains of microbes that live in your
digestive trackLori Otto: So the key is to have a good gut and you won’t
get strep throat?
Dr. Nuzum: Absolutely. Absolutely. Here’s another thing
... this is something really important ... understanding
that your gut microbiome is your central microbiome,
okay? You also have an upper respiratory microbiome,
which is your lungs, your throat, your ears, eyes, nose,
mouth, okay? All of that, everywhere in your body that
has a mucous membrane is covered in microbes.
So all through your nose, your eyes, your ears, your
mouth, your tongue, your throat, into your lungs, down
through your gut and everything ... also your urinary
tract, reproductive system is also covered in ... has its
own microbiome, okay, are symbiotic with us. They eat
our dead skin ... .5 pH, very, very low but because of the
polysaccharides in the apple cider you can put it on your
skin and it won’t burn a hole in your skin.
If you take distilled vinegar and keep it on your skin it’ll
burn holes in your skin. But you use apple cider vinegar ...

especially organic apply cider vinegar ... You can actually
use it to wash your skin.
When I manipulate somebody, I’m workin’ on ‘em, I’m
trying to provoke their body to heal itself. When we
flood your system with nutrients like this through a
IV it’s supplying your body with everything it needs
to heal itself.
Jesus Castillo: Fuel.
Dr. Nuzum: Fuel. So if we do those two things at the
same time? You’re not gonna have much energy to say
awake [crosstalk ] ... Yeah, exactly.
Jesus Castillo: It’s going to the job.
Dr. Nuzum: It’s going to do what we’re telling it to do,
which is perfect. It’s perfect.
Jesus Castillo: Yeah.
Dr. Nuzum: And so if you fell asleep it worked well.

